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START/END POINT DETECTION FOR 
WORD RECOGNITION 

This application is a continuation of application Ser. No. 
08/462.699 ?led on Jun. 5. 1995 now abandoned. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

The invention concerns a method for recognizing both 
speech and nonspeech intervals for speech recognition. The 
invention particularly concerns the detection of start points 
and end points of words during speech recognition. 

BACKGROUND OF THE lNVENTION 

The detection of start points and end points of words is a 
signi?cant problem for speech recognition and for a high 
recognition rate. which must be solved. The basis is a 
start/end point detection. so that the energy can be calculated 
for a predetermined time interval. If the calculated energy is 
above an also predetermined threshold. speech. i.e.. a word 
is present. If the energy is below a threshold. a nonspeech 
interval is present. This comparison of energies thus indi’ 
cates where the start and the end of a word is located. 

However. these methods only work reliably as long as no 
noise. or only very uniform noise. occurs as background 
noise. But the threshold must be adjustable if very uniform 
noise is present. The threshold is raised for uniformly loud 
background noise. so that nonspeech intervals are not rec 
ognized as speech. 

However. problems arise precisely in cases where the 
signal-to-noise ratio is very small. because in those cases the 
energetic difference between speech and interval is only very 
small. Due to these problems. “Adaptive Systems to Reduce 
Ambient Noise during Speech Transmission” were 
developed. which perform a better speech/interval detection 
with the use of other features. such as. e.g.. the zero passage 
rate. (from the Werner Reich dissertation: “Adaptive Sys 
tems to Reduce Ambient Noise during Speech 
Transmission". Fredericana University. Karlsruhe. February 
1985. p. 76-95). 

Furthermore. the state of the art also explains using both 
the average output and the zero crossing rate to build the 
feature vectors. then to perform a feature statistic and 
compare it to a threshold value (Final Report of Integrated 
Research “Recognition and Processing of Spoken Speech 
with Simple Syntax and Semantics for Information and 
Guidance Systems”. Chapter 2.2—Interval Detector; Fre 
dericana University. Karlsruhe. Nov. 24. 1989). 
Heavy calculations are required to perform both of these 

methods. 

DISCLOSURE OF INVENTION 

It is the task of the invention to provide a method for 
detecting start/end points. which detects the start/end points 
of words. irrespective of the ambient noise. 

According to a ?rst aspect of the invention. detection of 
the start and end points of words in a signal indicative of 
speech and. at the same time. a beginning of a nonspeech 
interval. comprises the steps of dividing the signal indicative 
of speech into blocks. forming a current feature vector from 
at least two current features. a ?rst of which is a function of 
the signal energy. and an at least second of which is a 
function of the quadratic difference between a linear pre 
dictive coding (LPC) cepstrum coef?cient of a current block 
and an average LPC cepstrum coefficient. calculating an 
average feature vector from a prede?ned number (I) of 
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blocks containing a nonspeech interval. and updating the 
average feature vector on the occurrence of each new 
nonspeech interval. and using the current feature vector and 
the average feature vector to determine a check quantity (U ) 
which. compared with a threshold value. provides informa 
tion as to whether a nonspeech interval or word is present. 
thus detecting the start and end points. 

According to a second aspect of the invention. detection 
of the start and end points of words in a signal indicative of 
speech comprises the steps of dividing the signal indicative 
of speech into blocks. forming a current feature vector from 
at least two current features. a ?rst of which is a function of 
the signal energy. and an at least second of which is a 
function of a linear predictive coding cepstrum coefficient. 
calculating distribution functions by means of the functions 
of the current features. and determining a maximum func 
tion (DMAX) of the distribution function as a measure of 
whether a nonspeech interval or word occurs between the 
detected start and end points. 

According to a third aspect of the invention. a program 
module for detecting the start/end points of words in a signal 
indicative of speech forms a current feature vector for 
detecting the start/end point and at least a second feature 
with noise-resistant properties is used for this feature vector. 

One advantage of the invention is that with frequently 
changing ambient noises. but also with constantly equal 
ambient noises. in which the signal-to-noise ratio is very 
small. an exact detection of the start/end points. which is 
necessary for a high word recognition rate. can still take 
place. 

Another advantage is that the method of the invention 
requires less calculations than the methods used until now. 
and that the required storage space is signi?cantly smaller. 
It is an advantage that with a poor signal-to-noise ratio. a 
higher evaluation of the second feature produces better 
start/end point detection. thereby increasing the recognition 
rate even more. 

These and other objects. features and advantages of the 
present invention will become more apparent in light of the 
detailed description of a best mode embodiment thereof. as 
illustrated in the accompanying drawing. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 

FIG. 1 is a block circuit diagram of a method according 
to the ?rst aspect of the invention. 

FIG. 2 is a block circuit diagram of a method according 
to the second aspect of the invention. 

FIG. 3 shows a program module having an input/output 
port and a signal processor for carrying out the steps of 
FIGS. 1 and/or 2. 

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE 
INVENTION 

FIGS. 1 and 2 are examples of ?rst and second methods. 
according to respective ?rst and second aspects of the 
invention. which may be carried out on a general purpose 
signal processor in a program module such as shown in FIG. 
3. In the examples. a total of N=2 different features deter 
mine a feature vector. Of course. N can take on larger values. 
In these examples. the number of scanning values (L) per 
block equals one hundred and sixty. i.e.. L=l60. The number 
of features (I) placed in a memory equals sixteen. i.e.. 1:16. 
The feature vector c for a current block i=0. 1. 2 . . . is: 
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The feature vector c(i) comprises ZCR(i). which is com~ 
posed as follows. Preferably K: 10 LPC (Linear-Predictive 
Coding) cepstrum coe?icients are calculated for each block. 
As shown by experience. in this case the number K=l0 is a 
well suited number. but can be chosen larger as well as 
smaller. The LPC cepstrum coe?icients will now be abbre 
viated as follows: 

ZCRU) 
BMWU) 

CEP(n) where n=0 . . . K~l with K=l0. (2) 

The LPC cepstrum coe?icients of the latter values deter 
mined earlier in time are stored in a memory such as a 
Random Access Memory (RAM) as shown in the signal 
processor in FIG. 3. The memory stores. e.g.. the H=4 latter 
values. determined during an interval. Accordingly the result 
is: 

CEHm, n)wherem=0...H-l withH=4n=0...H-1 with 
K=10. (a) 

An average LPC cepstrum coefficient. which is calculated 
for an interval signal. can be calculated with the values 
stored in the above mentioned memory: 

Accordingly the feature ZCR(i) of feature vector c(i) is 
calculated as follows: 

Thus. feature ZCR(i) of feature vector c(i) is the differ 
ence of the LPC cepstrurn coef?cient of the current block i. 
when compared to the average LPC cepstrum coe?icient. 
which is then squared. In equation (5): 

CEP(n,i) when: i=cun'ent block, n,=0 . . . [(-1 with K=l0. (5a) 

The second feature BMW(i) of the feature vector c(i) is a 
function of the signal energy. More precisely said. BMW(i) 
is the average output and is calculated thus: 

where L=l60 and i equals the current block. 
The method further calculates an estimated value for the 

average of features mp . It is determined as a function of L 
which is the number of features stored in the memory. as 
described earlier. In this case p indicates that it is an interval 
recognition. 

, 1—1 (7) 

ale=+ E5020) 
When solved. it produces: 

I-l _ (8) 
2 2012(1) 

. _ 1 i=0 

1-7 1-1 
_: BMWQ') 
z=0 

Variables mwl and mwZ are introduced as abbreviations. 
which are used accordingly: 
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mwZ ] 
A covariance matrix $2 is formed from these estimated 

values. The elements of the covariance matrix produce the 
average quadratic deviation from the average value of the 
features. and the statistical dependence between the devia 
tions of the features and their average values. 
The covariance matrix can be determined as follows. and 

at 

Using the introduced variables DIFMl and DIFMZ. we 
can write: 

We now enter the matrix elements S1 1. S12. S21 and S22 
which are then solved as: 

1-1 
S1: = _Z DIFMl -DIFM2 = 

1-0 

1-1 
‘in (ZCRU) - mwl) - (BMW(1')— mwZ) 

S12=S21 applies. The inverse covariance matrix Sp“ is: 

. 522 —Sn <18) 
LS'E-l : Li , 

DET —st2 Su 

with the determinant DET: 

DEE-9E3,1—l(—Sn)‘(—$u)l ( 19) 

DETrS22*S“—Sn2, (20) 

thus resulting in: 

s2 *(1-1) —312 * (I- 1) ‘21) 
A DET DET 
£2" = 

-s1z * (I - 1) S11 * (I — 1) 

DET DET 

. I_ 1 322 -5' 12 (22) 
E2“ = — - 

DET ~15" 12 5'11 

A check quantity U is determined by the preceding 
calculations. which is a measure of the deviation of the 
current feature vector c(i) from the average interval value 
jp. The Mahalonobis distance must be determined to deter 
mine the check quantity U. The result is: 
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By comparing it with a predetermined threshold. this 
check quantity U can be used to determine whether or not 
speech is present. For example. if the check quantity U is 
larger than the threshold. it is speech. otherwise it is a 
nonspeech interval. The threshold was previously adapted 
by means of the signal energy. 
To initialize the interval detector. the ?rst I blocks. in this 

case 1-16. are considered as nonspeech intervals. to estab 
lish a base of 1:16 feature vectors for the feature statistics. 
The actual start/end point detection begins with the follow 
ing block. 

For the chosen instance of 1:16 blocks and a block length 
of 20 ms. the initialization lasts 0.32 seconds. 
The previously calculated check quantity U is determined 

for the entire Mahalonobis distance. which represents the 
following portion of the check quantity: 

This Mahalonobis distance is used for comparison with a 
threshold between speech and a nonspeech interval. 

In the following. the method according to claim 6 will be 
explained in more detail by means of a con?guration 
example. 

In the present con?guration example as Well. an input 
signal is divided into blocks of 20 ms length for example. 
Inside a block. for example L=l60 scanning values are 
determined. Preferably K: 10 LPC (Linear-Predictive 
Coding) cepstrum coe?icients are calculated for each block. 
The value of K: 10 should not represent any limitation. since 
a value larger or smaller than 10 can also be chosen. The 
LPC cepstrum coe?icients are identi?ed in the following by 
CEP(k.i). Wh?‘C k=0. 1=K-1. and i indicates the sequential 
block number. 
To detect the start/end point for the word recognition. a 

current feature vector of at least two features is formed. A 
?rst current feature is a function of the signal energy and is 
determined by: 

where PCM(n) are the Pulse-Code-Modulated data of an 
input signal. 

Both features. MV(m) as well as CEP (kl). are very 
similar when the present block contains a nonspeech inter 
val. But both features should be significantly different. so 
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6 
that a second feature at least can produce an improvement in 
the start/end point detection. thereby also leading to a high 
word recognition rate. The following process serves this 
purpose. 
The CEPs (k. 0) and MVs (0) values are determined for 

the ?rst block with order number i=0. The CEPs (k. i) value 
for the next block is calculated as follows: 

CEPs(k. r)=% 012ml. i- 1) +% cEPSu», i). (32) 

The following cepstral difference results for each current 
block i: 

N=l6 cepstral differences of the last remaining blocks are 
stored in a memory. The last N=l6 energy values MV(i) are 
also stored in this memory. 

Thus. N=l6 blocks are needed to initialize the start/end 
point detector. The system is able to perform a start/end 
point detection for each subsequent current block. 
An average cepstral distance CD(i) is averaged for all 

N=l6 cepstral distances: 

This results in the distribution ACD(i) of the last N=l6 
cepstral distances: 

N-l (35) 
ACD(i) = Ni 1 "E0 [CD(i—n)-CDL(i)]2. 

The energy di?erence results from: 

(36) _ 1 N-l __ _ 2 
AMl/(D- N_1 "30 WWE n) MVIIO] , 

from which also an average energy difference. formed by the 
last N=l6 blocks results in the following manner: 

The result is the following: the distribution functions 
AMV(i) and ACD(i) are very small for an almost constant 
signal. particularly in the case where a nonspeech interval 
occurs. The distribution functions produce a larger value for 
speech. The result is the formation of a maximum function: 

The following case difference can be undertaken: if 
ADMAX(i) is larger than a predetermined value. the 
detected signal is speech. Below that value. the detected 
signal is a nonspeech interval. 
When using this method. it was shown that even with the 

occurrence of differently loud and changing background 
noises. although both distribution values increase. they soon 
settle again to a lower value. 

In the following. a con?guration example according to 
claim 1 is explained by means of FIG. 1. The steps of FIG. 
1 can be stored as a series of instructions in a read only 
memory (ROM) as shown in FIG. 3 for execution by a 
central processing unit (CPU) in conjunction with the RAM. 
It is assumed that the number of features for the feature 
vector is N=2. that the number of scanning values is 1,1160. 
and that the number of values stored in a memory is 1:16. 
It is also assumed that the present speech signal is divided 
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into blocks. The input data are read in a ?rst step I. thus the 
LPC cepstrum coeflicients of a current block are read and the 
scanning values of the signal energy are read. In a second 
step H. the features of a current block i are calculated. which 
in this con?guration example are the cepstral distance and 
the average value. A ?rst decision element EI determines 
whether the sequential number of a current blocki is larger 
than I. In this case I corresponds to 1:16. 

In the event i is not larger than I. and the decision by E1 
is also no. the following path is taken to initialize the feature 
memory. A third step III detemiines that the current block i 
represents a nonspeech interval. The features are written into 
a feature memory such as the RAM of FIG. 3 in a fourth step 
IV. A subsequent second decision element EII determines 
whether the current blocki equals I. In the event that i does 
not equal I. and the decision by B11 is no. a ?rst sequence 
ends with END and the sequence can again start with step I 
for the next block. In the event the current blocki equals 1. 
a covariance matrix and its determinant are calculated in a 
fifth step V. This is also followed by the end END of a ?rst 
sequence. 

In the event the ?rst decision element EI ?nds the current 
blocki to be larger than I and the decision by BI is yes. a 
check quantity U is formed in a sixth step VI by calculating 
a Mahalonobis distance. In a seventh step VII. the check 
quantity U is compared to a threshold to determine whether 
a speech or a nonspeech interval is present. A third decision 
element EIH determines whether or not a nonspeech interval 
is present. In the event that no nonspeech interval is present. 
thus the decision is no. an eighth step VIII notes that speech 
is present in the current block. 

This also ends the sequence with END. In the event a 
nonspeech interval is present in the third decision element 
EH1. thus the decision is yes. a ninth step IX notes that a 
nonspeech interval is present. The average feature vector is 
updated with the aid of the current feature vector. A cova 
riance matrix and its determinant are calculated in a tenth 
step X. This also ends the sequence with END. 

In the following. a method for detecting the start/end point 
for the word recognition is explained in detail by means of 
FIG. 2. It should be understood that this method also can be 
carried out by the signal processing within the program 
module of FIG. 3. 
The data from the input signals are read in a ?rst step 1. 

In this case. these could be LPC cepstrum coe?icients and 
the average signal energy of a current block. for example. In 
a second step 2. both a distribution of the LPC cepstrum 
coet?cients as well as a distribution of the signal energy are 
calculated for the last 16 blocks respectively. In addition. a 
maximum function DMAX is formed. which is composed of 
the maximum LPC cepstrum distribution function and the 
average signal energy distribution function. A subsequent 
?rst decision element E1 determines whether the current 
block is one of the ?rst 16 blocks. In case of a positive 
decision. namely yes. a third step 3 determines that the last 
block represents a nonspeech interval. In the event of a 
negative decision. namely no. a second decision element E2 
determines whether the preceding block was speech. In the 
event speech was present in the last block. a third decision 
element E3 determines if the speech was longer than 2 
seconds. In the event of a positive decision. a counter. which 
adds up the number of detected end points. is reset during a 
fourth step 4. A counter which adds up the number of 
detected start points is also reset. In the same way. a counter 
that indicates the word length is reset. The subsequent 
decision is that the current block represents a nonspeech 
interval. 
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In the event of a negative decision by the third decision 

element E3. a fourth decision element E4 determines if the 
maximum function DMAX is smaller than a threshold. In 
the event the maximum function DMAX is not smaller than 
a threshold. it is decided that speech is present in the current 
block. However. before that is decided the counter which 
adds up the start points is reset in another step 4'. The 
counter which adds up the end points is also reset. However. 
the word length is increased by the length of the current 
block. In the event the maximum function DMAX is smaller 
than the threshold. thus the decision is yes. the counter 
which adds up the end points is increased by one in a ?fth 
step 5. Another ?fth decision element E5 determines if the 
current time of the nonspeech interval is longer than the 
number of counted end points. where the number of counted 
end points represents a time that has transpired during a 
nonspeech interval. In case of a negative decision. the above 
described fourth step 4 continues and the decision is made 
that a nonspeech interval is present in the block. In the event 
of a positive decision by the ?fth decision element E5. it is 
determined that speech is present in the current block. 

Starting with the second decision element E2 which 
determined if the preceding block was speech. in the event 
of a negative decision another decision is made by a sixth 
decision element E6. The sixth decision element E6 deter 
mines whether the maximum function DMAX is larger than 
a threshold. In the negative case. namely no. both the 
counter adding up the end points and the counter adding up 
the start points are reset in a sixth step 6. It is further 
determined that a nonspeech interval is present in this 
current block. 

In the positive case. namely yes. the counter which counts 
the start points is increased by one in a seventh step 7. A 
subsequent seventh decision element E7 determines whether 
the time of the current word. namely of the speech. is greater 
than the number of counted start points. A positive result 
determines that a nonspeech interval is present. 

In case of a negative result. the process continues with an 
eighth step 8. which corresponds to the fourth step 4 and 
resets all counters. The subsequent decision implies that 
speech is present in the current block. 

In the following. special con?gurations of the invention 
are explained in detail. 

With reference to the method according to the second 
aspect of the invention. it should be noted that the results of 
the distribution functions calculation must be highly accu 
rate. Particularly when the values are small. high accuracy to 
several places behind the period must be provided. But to 
reduce this sensitivity. preferably a base 2 logarithm can be 
formed for the distribution functions. 
A function according to: 

ALCD(i)=lOsz(ACD(0) (39) 

and a function according to: 

ALEDG’HOsZMEDWD (40) 

are formed. It should be noted here that AI.CD(i) and ALED 
are determined by an interval (0.31). 
To determine whether speech or a nonspeech interval are 

present. a maximum function according to: 

is calculated. Then it is compared to a threshold. based on 
which a case di?’erence is made. In the event that: 

ADMAX(i)<threshold, it follows 
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that a nonspeech interval is present in the block. In the event 
that: 

ADMAX?‘Pthreshold. it follows 

that speech is present in the block. In the event that: 

ADMAX(i)=threshold, it follows 

that either speech or a nonspeech interval is present in the 
block. depending on what was detected in the block so far. 

This case difference does not apply exclusively. in par 
ticular because there could be some indications for a con 
trary decision (see description in FIG. 2). It should be 
pointed out that the threshold remains constant and is 
independent of the loudness of the background noise. 
Accordingly. an adaptation to the method. according to the 
second aspect of the invention. is not required. This method 
is particularly suitable for speech recognition. e.g.. in a 
moving vehicle. etc. 
With regard to methods. according to the ?rst aspect of the 

invention. it should be noted that a higher evaluation of one 
of the features of the feature vector could be advantageous. 
depending on the ambient noise. Additional smoothing 
mechanisms could also be used Real time implementation 
applies to all of the above described methods. 
We claim: 
1. A method of detecting start and end points of words in 

a signal indicative of speech. with a detected start point 
indicating a beginning of a word and. at a same time. an end 
of a nonspeech interval. and a detected end point indicating 
an end of the word and. at a same time. a beginning of the 
nonspeech interval. comprising the steps of: 
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dividing the signal indicative of speech into blocks. 
forming a current feature vector from at least two current 

features. a ?rst of which is a function of a signal energy. 
and an at least second of which is a function of a 
quadratic difference between a linear predictive coding 
(LPC) cepstrum coefficient of a current block and an 
average LPC cepstrum coe?icient. 

determining an average feature vector from a prede?ned 
number I of blocks containing a nonspeech interval. 
and updating said average feature vector on an occur 
rence of each new nonspeech interval. and 

using the current feature vector and the average feature 
vector to determine a check quantity (U) which. com 
pared with a threshold value. provides information as to 
whether a nonspeech interval or word is present. thus 
detecting the start and end points. 

2. A method as claimed in claim 1 wherein the current 
feature vector (c(i)) is formed from at least two current 
features: 

a ?rst of which. BMW(i). is a function of the signal energy: 60 
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and the at least second of which is a function of the quadratic 
difference between the current LPC cepstrum coe?icient and 
the average LPC cepstrum coe?icient: 

and wherein an average feature vector is calculated: 
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by means of which a covariance matrix is calculated which 
is used to determine the check quantity (U): 
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which provides information as to whether a nonspeech 
interval or word is present. 

3. A method as claimed in claim 1 wherein the check 
quantity (U) is determined by calculating a Mahalanobis 
distance. 

4. A method as claimed in claim 1 wherein the at least 
second current feature is weighted differently from the ?rst 
current feature. 

5. A method as claimed in claim 1 wherein depending on 
an ambient noise level. smoothing mechanisms are used. 

6. A me?rod as claimed in claim 2 wherein the check 
quantity (U) is determined by calculating a Mahalanobis 
distance. 

7. A method as claimed in claim 2 wherein the at least 
second current feature is weighted differently from the ?rst 
current feature. 

8. A method as claimed in claim 3 wherein the at least 
second current feature is weighted differently from the ?rst 
current feature. 

9. A method as claimed in claim 2 wherein depending on 
an ambient noise level. smoothing mechanisms and/or adap 
tive turn-on and turn-0E thresholds are used 

10. Amethod as claimed in claim 3 wherein depending on 
an ambient noise level. smoothing mechanisms and/or adap 
tive turn-on and turn-01f thresholds are used. 

11. A method as claimed in claim 4 wherein depending on 
an ambient noise level. smoothing mechanisms and/or adap 
tive turn-on and turn-0E thresholds are used. 

12. A method of detecting start and end points of words 
in a signal indicative of speech. comprising the steps of: 

dividing the signal indicative of speech into blocks. 
forming a current feature vector from at least two current 

features. a ?rst of which is a function of signal energy. 
and an at least second of which is a function of a linear 
predictive coding (LPC) cepstrum coe?icient. 

determining distribution functions by means of the func 
tions of the current features. and 

determining for each block a maximum one of said 
distribution functions and comparing said maximum 
one of said distribution functions to a threshold as a 
measure of whether a nonspeech interval or word 
occurs between the detected start and end points. 

13. A method as claimed in claim 12 wherein the first 
current feature is a function of the signal energy: 
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and wherein the at least second feature is a function of the 
LPC cepstrum coe?icients: 
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are used to determine a maximum function DMAX(i)=max 
_ K-l _ _ , {ACD(i). AMV(i)} for said step of selecting a maximum one 

CD0) : K20 ‘(75pm ')‘CEP‘(*' ‘)I" of said distribution functions. 
14. A method as claimed in claim 13. wherein logarithmic 

5 distribution functions ALCD and ALMV given by ALCDG) 
Where CEPs(k. i) is a short-time average, and wherein =l0g; ('ACDQ'D and_Al_l\/lv(i)=l_og2 _(AMV(i)) are used‘ to 
distribution functions determine said maximum function in order to determine 

Whether a nonspeech interval or word is present. 
1 N_l 15. Program module for detecting the start/end points of 

acnm: N_ 1 z [comm-coda]: words in a signal indicative of speech. comprising: 
":0 10 input/output (I/O) means. responsive to the signal indica 

tive of speech for providing said signal indicative of 
speech; and 

a signal processor. responsive to said signal indicative of 
N_1 speech from said I/O means. for forming a current 
2 [MW ~ It) - MVLmP. 15 feature vector for detecting both a start point and an end 
"=0 point. and for forming at least a second feature with 

noise-resistant properties for said feature vector in 
with which the current feature vector. an average feature 

vector and a check quantity (U) are formed for detect 
1 N_1 ing both said start point and said end point and for 

CDLU) = W "20 CD0‘ — n) 20 forming a start/end point signal wherein said I/O means 
is responsive to said start/end point signal for providing 
said start/end point signal as an output of said program 
module. 

and 


